
ured on the apparatus. This indicates that no
odd powers of cos8 appear in the distribution,
as demanded by the Bose statistics of the
product alphgs. A theoretical discussion of the
reaction is given by Critchfield and Teller, '
who also questioned whether further experiment
might not show up terms of higher power than
cos'8.

Data were not discarded without experimental
basis except for one erratic run at 1.4 Mev which
could have been due to error in some one point.
A run including all nine values of cos'8 at 1.0 Mev
placed all nine points consistently but is not
presented in Fig. 2 because it was later dis-
covered that the lithium had been evaporating
from the aluminum target backing during bom-
bardment. The change, which was indicated to
exceed 10 percent during the run, mould give a
misleading appearance to the data, in particular
to the curvature.

The above data suHRce to show unmistakably
the presence of an even-powered term higher

~C. L. Critchfield and E. Teller, Phys. Rev. 65, 10
(1941).
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than cos'8 and give its sign and approximate
magnitude, but do not resolve the energy
dependence if any of that term. The cos'8 term
is shown to exhibit a resonance at 1.0 Mev and
to drop to a small value at 3.0 Mev.

We are grateful to Dr. Hugh Bradner, of the
Radiation Laboratory of the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, for generously supplying thin
Be foils of a type developed for the linear
accelerator there.
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The Cosmic-Ray Counting Rate of a Single Geiger Counter from Ground Level
to 161 ~i&ometers Altitude

J. A. VAN Ar.L,EN AND H. E. TATEr.'
A pplk d Phys& s Laboratory, Jokes HoPkies University, Silver Spring, 3Earyland

(Received October 16, 1947)

The cosmic-ray counting rate ef a single Geiger counter has been measured from ground
level to an altitude of 161 kilometers. The equipment was carried in a V-2 rocket at geomagnetic
latitude 'A=41'N. Especial care was taken to avoid multiplicative e8ects from surrounding
materiaL A value of the charged primary cosmic-ray Bux of j=0.12/sec. /cms/steradiau,
averaged over the upper hemisphere, is implied by the data above SS km. This interpretation
of the counting rate must be qualified by the as yet unknown contribution from secondaries
which emerge from the atmosphere and execute orbits in the earth's magnetic field.

j.. INTRODUCTION

HIS is one of a series of reports on cosmic
ray experiments conducted by this labo-

ratory in Rights of V-2 rockets during the past
year and a half. The data presented herein were
obtained during the Hight of July 29, 1947.

*Now at Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Car-
negie Institution of %'ashington, %'ashington, 0, C.

They are believed to be reliable but are pro-
visional in the sense that they have been obtained
in only one Right. A description of this work is
thought to be worthwhile at this time for several
reasons:

(a) No previous comparable data are known to us.
(b) The technique of using high altitude rockets as

vehicles for scientific measurements is not as yet very
generally known,
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(c) The next opportunity for repeating these measure-
ments is some time a%ay.

(d) Previous data on the counting rates of single and
double counters es. altitude have been obtained by us in
V-2 Rights on July 30, 1946, December 17, 1946, April 1,
1947, and April 8, 1947. The counters in these Rights were

parts of another experiment, which will be reported in the
near future. In these previous Rights no such care was
taken to separate the counter from the mass of material
in the rocket itself. The counting rates were, therefore,
influenced to an important extent by multiplicative
processes in the immediate environment. The results are
in general support of those reported herein but are not
strictl, y comparable.

The specific objective of this experiment was
to learn the counting rate of a single Geiger
counter as a function of altitude and especially
at altitudes suSciently great to be considered
"above the atmosphere. " Particular care was
taken to approach the idea, 1 of an unshielded

counter, isolated from all other material. Impli-
cations as to the absolute Aux of charged cosmic

ray primaries are discussed. A tentative Aux

6gure is given. on the basis of this discussion.

2. APPARATUS

The arrangement of apparatus is shown in

Fig. j.. The Geiger counter I' and the bundle of
three Geiger counters Q, with a minimum of
electronic and other associated equipment, were
located in a long cylindrical cloth-61led bakelite
tube aSxed to the forward end of the missile by
dural 6ttings. The cylinder was surmounted by
a wooded cone, and was sealed airtight. The
materials used were of minimum thickness,
density, and atomic number, consistent with the
physical strength required to resist the estimated
aerodynamic forces during passage through the

atmosphere. The counters I' and Q were rigidly
supported by a light 6ber framework and were
packed in glass wool. The 0.4 mm copper lining
of the bakelite cylinder was introduced as an r.f.
shield against pulses from the various ground
and missile-borne rad'ar equipments involved in

tracking the missile.
The Geiger counter P was the heart of the

apparatus. Its counting pulses were applied to
two independent scale-of-eight circuits, whose

output pulses were broadened and shaped for
characteristic appearance, then applied to the
radio telemetering set provided by the Naval
Research Laboratory. ' Pulses were recorded by
ground stations during the Aight on photographic
film moving at the rate of three inches per
second and were subsequently analyzed by
visual count of the film.

Although it was believed that counter I' was
already well isolated from the rocket by geo-
metrical considerations, the further bundle of
three counters Q was, at the suggestion of
Professor Schein, located so as to intercept all

except a small fraction of charged particles
coming from the warhead and rocket proper.
Double coincidences I'Q were likewise tele-
metered.

Significant electronic characteristics of the
circuits used are as follows:

(a) By means of an "addition of (radium) sources" test,
it was shown that the loss of counts of the over-all system
due to resolving time of the scale-of-eight circuit and pulse
forming circuit, and the reading of telemetering film was
less than 1 percent at a rate of 100 counts/second. This
rate was much higher than the highest observed in flight.
The measured counter dead time was 400 microseconds.
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Fio. 1. Diagram of equipment, drawn to scale and showing location in V-2 rocket.

V. L. Heeren, C. H. Hoeppner, J.R. Kauke, S.%'. Lichtman, and P. R. ShiNeit, Electronics (Man. h and April, 1947).
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(b) The resolving time of the PQ circuit was measured
as 5 microseconds by means of a "double pulser" giving
two simulated Geiger pulses separated by an adjustable
time interval. The resolving time was further checked by
determining the increase in counting rate of the over-all
coincidence system when the individual rates of P and Q
were increased to 40 counts/second and 120 counts/second,
respectively, by a suitably located 20 microgram radium
source. A figure of 7 microseconds was obtained. During
this latter measurement all equipment was operating on
internal power with all voltages in final adjustment.

(c) Particular care was taken in assuring the constancy
of all measured rates under a considerably wider variation
of supply voltages than could reasonably be expected in
Right. The Geiger voltage was supplied by a wax-potted
stack of Minimax dry batteries. All circuit power was
obtained from non-spillable Willard storage batteries and
from dynamotors driven from them. The internal power
supply operated all equipment satisfactorily for up to a
half hour in laboratory tests. In final use it was run for
five minutes on the launching platform immediately
before take-o8' and for six minutes of flight.

(d) No amplitude-accuracy requirements were made on
the telemetering system nor on any other part of the
circuit. The characteristically shaped telemetered pulses
were easily recognized in the presence of radio interference.
In this flight, however, an exceptional clean telemetering
record was obtained during all portions of the flight for
which data are reported and the genuineness of all pulses
is believed beyond question.

(e) The rate of P was obtained through two independent
scaling circuits, pulse forming circuits, and telemetering
channels, These rates were in complete agreement for all
portions of the Qight reported.

(f) The four Geiger counters were selected from a batch
prepared to our specifications by the Geophysical Instru-
ment Company of Arlington, Virginia. They were of "all
metal" type with 0.8 mm thick copper walls, 0.10 mm
tungsten wires, filled with a mixture of 10 cm argon and
1 cm absolute ethyl alcohol. The active volume of the
counters was taken from geometrica1 construction as a
cylinder 15.0 crn long and 2.38 cm in diameter. The
counting rate due to a radium source eerie voltage for
the P tube is shown in Fig. 2. It wi11 be noted that there
was a slope of 3 percent per 100 volts in the operating
region. As used, 15 volt pulses were obtained on the grid
of the first tube. In auxiliary experiments the e%ciency
of these tubes for cosmic-ray particles was tested in
coincidence telescopes and found to be greater than 99.3
percent. No appreciable effect on the counting rate of
temperatures between 10'-100'C has been found.

3. FLIGHT OF THE MISSKE
The rocket' left the white Sands Proving

Ground launching platform at 5:55 A.M. on
~ For description of the V-2, see H. S. Siefert, M. M.

Mills, and M. Summerfield, Am. J. Phys. 15, 1, 121, 255
(1947) and J. M. J. Kooy and J. W'. H. Uytenbogaart,
BeQistks of thy ENture (Tech. Pub. Co. H. Stam, Haarlem,
Holland, 1946).
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F?G. 2. Plateau of Geiger counter P, shown on enlarged
vertical scale. The operating voltage in Right was 1080
volts.

July 29, 1947. (Geomagnetic Latitude 41'N„)s
The propulsive period terminated at 63 seconds
time of flight, altitude 37.5 km. , velocity 1510
meters/second. During this period, except for a
brief stabilizing period during the first 6ve
seconds, the axis of the missile did not deviate
from the vertical by more than 6'.

Arrays of high power photo-theodolites and
radar sets of the U. S. Signal Corps and the
Ballistic Research Laboratories of the Aberdeen
Proving Ground provided tracking data on the
missile throughout flight. ' This particular missile
flem in a near vertical trajectory. A composite
replot of the altitude-time data, kindly provided
us by the B.R.L, , is shomn in Fig. 3. The accu-
racy of these data considerably surpa~ the
needs of this experiment. Note that the launching
platform is at altitude 1.22 km. Time signals of
the B.R.L. master oscillator mere transmitted
to all tracking stations and to the telemetering
stations. It mas thus possible to assign accurate
altitude values to any time interval on the
telemetering record.

At fuel burn-out the aerodynamic trim tabs
were thrown "hard over" in order to augment
the rate of roll of the missile expected from the
slight measured 6n asymmetry and to thus
provide a measure of stabilization during the
vacuum flight. By means of a photoelectric cell
system, a roll period of six seconds mas observed
to have been produced. The zenith angle of the

~ A. G. McNish, Terr. Mag. 41, 3/ {1936);T. H. Johnson,
Rev. Mod. Physics 10, 193 (1938).

4L. A. Gelsasso, L. G. de Bey, and D. Reuyl, "FuB-
Scale Free-Fhght BaBistic Measurements of Guided Mis-
siles, " Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving
Ground.
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of the missile was observed y twb two B.R,L.
photo-telescopes, a 4.5" and a

show that the missile began a slow end-over-end
turn et bl soon after fuel burn out, had its nose
tow ar e grod th ound by about 110seconds (

to tumble.altitude), and was continuing to turn e.
The peak altitude, 161 kilometers, occurred at

ds. At 361 seconds, the forward part of
the missile was severed from the a ter par y a
distributed charge of two pounds of high explo-
sive, aetona e, d t d by radio command. This segre-

gation of the missile was accomplished in order
to improve e i eth 1'k lihood of recovering photo-
graphic 61m which was part of another experi-
ment. No data were obtained beyond this time.

—&10 to +15 seconds
15 to 28 seconds
28 to 143 seconds

143 to 214 seconds
214 to 320 seconds
320 to 360 seconds

Continuous
No data
Continuous
Partial
Continuou~
Partial

lotted the data on the countingIn Fig. 4 are pot e
al barsf I' versus altitude. The vertica ar

' u' the statistical probable error
~ ~ dpoint. A pressure scale in gm cm was

4. DATA

In S'1 Spring, Maryland, altitude 0.12 km. ,

with the apparatus vertical in a rya laboratory
covered overhead by about 15 gm cm' of con-
crete and wood, the rate of P was 1.39+0.01/sec. ;
the rate of 3 30&0.05/sec. ; and the rate of
PQ, 0.0075 &0.0025/sec.

At White Sands Proving Ground, altitude 1.22
km. , with all apparatus fully assembled onto the
rocket nose in a thin roofed Quonset hut and in

rates of P, Q, and EQ were 1.75a0.01/sec. ,

3.49&0.12/sec. , and 0.010&0.001/sec.
Dunng se110 seconds of recorded data just

atke-off the rate of I' was checked abefore ta e-o e
nts were obtained1.75+0.09/sec. Two PQ counts were o a'

during this interval.
Data in igRi ht from 0 to 360 seconds were

d 'th the exception of a perio between
15 and 28 seconds, portion of the perio
214 seconds and portion o pf the eriod 320 to
360secon s. n

'
i a lar eds. In the earlier omitted period a large

b f spurious counts was recor e y one
r. It has

0 f the long cylinder duringexcessive vi ration o
i m. h the trans-sonic aerodynamicits passage roug e r
region. Consi era e n mberd bl noise on ionization c amber
h' h gain amplifier channels wa s also note in

ed iod. In the 143-214 second
and the 320—360 second periods, the recor was
clearly rea iy in s ora'1 '

h t sections totaling about
one-half of the length of the periods.

Reading of the telemetered record is summar-
ized as follows:
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from standard tables' and is indicated at the
top of the figure. Although the statistical accu-
racy of the various points is not sufticient to
establish any 6ne features of this curve, the
main features are unmistakable. '

A peak counting rate of about 49/second is
reached at 19.8 km. (58 gm/em'). The counting
rate then falls o6' progressively. Between about
55 km. and the highest altitude reached, 161 km. ,
there is a reasonably Hat plateau. The average
of all data in this range (5048 counts) is 22.4+0.2
counts/second.

In Fig. 5, the smooth curve of Fig. 4 has been
transformed to a prcssure basis. Aside from the
addition of the previously unknown point on
the zero pressure axis, the curve resembles those
of previous workers. It may be noted that a
single counter, being an omnidirectional detector,
shares the physical characteristics of hn ioniza-
tion chamber more nearly than that of a counter
telescope. '

The counting rates of the double coincidence
set PQ are summarized in Table l. (A slight

40

o SO

5

I

5 20 4 4I'Sl

reduction of the observed counting rates for the
two highest altitude points has been made for
the 6nite resolving time of the coincidence set
mentioned above. )

Thus, it is clear that the coupting rate of the
I' tube is not appreciably influenced by stray
effects from the rocket itself. The PQ rate is
about 1 percent of the P rate in the "plateau"
region.

Indeed, the rocket subtended a total solid

angle of less than 1 percent of 4x at I'.
VAth regard to vitiating e8'ects of the immedi-

6 Walter S. Diehl, "Standard Atmosphere —Tables and
D ta" NA CA Report No. 218; Calvin N. garfield,
"Tentative Tables for the Properties of the Upper At-
mosphere, "N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 1200.

~ T'his curve is in striking disagreement with the results
of L. F. Curtiss, A. V. Astin, L.I..Stockman, B.%.Brown,
and S. A, Kore„Phys. Rev. 53„23(1938).

8 I. S. Bowen, R. A. Millikan, H. V. Neher, Phys. Rev.
53, 855 (1938).

~ H. V. Neher and W. H. Pickering, Phys. Rev. 61, 407
(1942'.

'
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FIG. 5. Counting rate of Geiger counter I eersscs atmos-
pheric pressure in units of gm/cd. This is a smoothed
transformation from Fig. 4,
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ate surroundings of I', nothing is known experi-
mentally. Yet an examination of Fig. 1 makes it
appear unlikdy that there could have been an
appreciable effect.

Considerable care was taken in the arrange-
ment of the counters to assure thermal isolation
in Right. It is quite dificult to simulate aero-
dynamic skin heating in the laboratory. We
have made a series of furnace tests which, in
conjunction with the appearance of the equip-
ment after recovery from the impact, has con-
vinced us that no appreciable increase in spurious
background should have occurred at any time
in Qight.

The apparent dip in the rate of I' at about
80 km. during the ascent was not confirmed on
the descent. It may be remarked that a some-
what similar dip has been suspected in the data
of previous Qighta —Qights in which the counters
enjoyed much more complete thermal isolation.

From an over-all view, a slight reservation in

judgment must be held on the subject of thermal
effects. But it was especially clear from the fur-
nace tests that no appreciable rise in temperature
of the counters could have occurred as soon as 100
seconds. Therefore, a plateau rate of about 19/sec-
ond is as low a value as would be admitted by pre-
sent knowledge.

5. DISCUSSION OF DATA AND CONCLUSIONS

The counting rate of a single Geiger counter of
unit efficiency for an ionizing ray crossing any
portion of its active volume of length / and
diameter e is

X=~s ajl(1+a/2I)
in a region in which the Qux j is constant over
one hemisphere and zero over the other hemi-
sphere, a result which is independent of counter
orientation (see Appendices I and II). As indi-
cated by the foregoing discussion of the data

TABLE I. Counting rate of IQ.

from PQ, it seems safe to assume that this result
is also independent of missile orientation in the
plateau region.

If one neglects the counter "s spurious back-
ground (which could scarcely exceed 0.5/sec. )
and naively assumes that the observed plateau
counting rate %=22.4/second arises from an
isotropic charged primary flux over a hemisphere,
then the result is

j=0.12/sec. /cm'/steradian.

If the lower value of N= 19/sec. (discussed
above) be used, we find

j=0.095/sec. /cm'/steradian.

Either of these values is more than twice the
Qux inferred from the measurements of Millikan
and co-workers. "

A rough independent check on the operation
of the I' counter is provided as follows: Mr. J.
F. Jenkins of this laboratory has measured with
a counter telescope at the same geomagnetic
latitude as White Sands the total flux at zenith
angle zero from ground level to an altitude of
9.15 km. " Combining these Aux figures, extra-
polated, and Swann's zenith angle dependence
of Qux data, "we find that a P counting rate of
19/second should be expected at an altitude of
about 11.3 km. This result is in satisfactory
agreement with the results as shown in Fig. 4.

Measurements such as those reported herein
should eventually yield an estimate of the loss
of energy into secondary forms which are not
revealed by ionization in the atmosphere and
should provide direct information on the multi-
plication of the primary radiation. As yet it
seems premature to attempt such interpretations
until the contribution of re-entrant secondaries
can be ascertained. "
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Calculation of the counting rate N of an
idealized Geiger counter of diameter c, length /,

in a Eield of charged particles of Aux j, isotropic
over one hemisphere, zero over the other:

Case 1. Axis of the tube parallel to the axis of
the hemisphere.

jAdQ
4 Hemhyhere

with A being the projected area of the cylindrical
counter on a plane perpendicular to the direction
along which the elementary solid angle dQ lies.
If 8 be the angle from the axis of the cylinder
to this direction,

N=j t (xa'/4 cos8+al sin8)2s sin8d8,
0

Similarly to the above

~x/2

N =j (ma'/4 cos8+al sin8)s sin8d8
4p

+j i (—o'a /4 cos8+al sln8)s' sln8d8.
J~]2

The result is identical to that of Case i.
Case 3. Axis of the tube at au arbitrary augie to

the axis of the hemisphere

By simple geometric visualization, it is clear
that this general case can be reduced to Case 1.
Hence, we conclude that the counting rate of an
idealized Geiger tube in a hemispherically iso-
tropic field is independent of orientation and is
given by Eq. (1).

The conclusions of Appendix I can also be
reached by a general argument which applies
equally well to a counter volume of any shape,
provided the surface is everywhere convex out-
ward. This treatment was suggested to us by
Drs. H. E. Newell and N. M. Smith.

Thus the basic integral

r jAdojSphere

yields, in a spherical isotropic field,

in which S is the total surface area of the
counter volume.

Inasmuch as the integration involves equal
contributions from diametrically opposite direc-
tions, the result for a hemisphere is

N= 1/2s jS,
N =$x'alj (1+a/2t).

independent of orientation of the counter volume.
Case 2. Axis of the tube perpendicular to the In the case of a cylindrical counter Eq. (1) is

axis of the hemisphere obtained as by Appendix I.




